Waiver of Third Party Liability for the Allied Museum

Name of project:

Publication

Author/publisher:
Title:
Publishing company:
Circulation/print run:
Publication date:

Exhibition

Title:
Organizer:
Location:
Dates:

Film or video documentation

Title:
Production company:
Broadcaster/air date:

Pictures requested

Subject:
Photographer/Artist:
Copyright holder:
Inventory no.

Subject:
Photographer/Artist:
Copyright holder:
Inventory no.

...2/
The End User hereby acknowledges that the Allied Museum cannot grant a license to use the abovementioned photograph(s). The End User is solely responsible, at his/her/its own expense, for procuring the necessary right(s) of reproduction. The End User hereby agrees to indemnify the Allied Museum from any third party claims arising from the End User's failure to obtain such rights, and to inform the Allied Museum of any assertion of third party claims. This applies in particular to copyright and right of personality (i.e. the right to attribution, the right of picture ownership), as well as ancillary copyright(s).